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Abstract
We address the problem of rating or comparing nav,igatiorz crlgorathms, or more generally navigation packages. For a given environment a navigation package
consids of a motion planner and a sensor to be used
dur.ing navigation. T h e ability to rate or measure a navigation packnge i s im,portant in order to address issues
lake sensor customization for an environmen.t and choice
of a rnotion planner in an environment.
W e develop a fram,ework under which we can rate
a given nnvigation package. Based on the navigation
package, o partially observable Markov decision process
( P O M D P ) is defined. Next an optimal policy to be
used in lhis POMDP is search& for. The performance
achieved under the resulting policy serves to measure the
navigation package.
This prrper pr.esents the motivations for solving the
problerii, the model we use and the framework which we
have deucloped. A n accompanying paper [l]presents the
algorithm .wliich we use and some results.
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Figure 1: An example of an environment

1.1

Introduction

When giv en a navigation task in an environment, a
robot will usually employ certain sensors and a certain
motion planner. In this and a companion paper [l]we
discuss the problem of choosing the best combination of
motion planner and sensor. This paper focuses on the
motivations for solving this problem, the model which
we use for the problem, and the framework under which
this problem m a y be approached. In the companion
paper [l]we present an algorithm to be used for solving
the problem and deinoiistrate results of applying this
framework and algorithm to some sample problems.
W e will start with an example which will clarify our
motivation and the terms we will use.
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A Motiv ating Example

Consider the environment shown in Fig. 1. Suppose
that our robot has to move from point A to point B ,
without colliding with the obstacles. In order to coin:
pute its course, the robot employs a motion planning
algorithm. A large number of motion planning algorithms may be employed [ll],and in general each will
compute a different nomznal path from A to B . Paths P
and Q in the figure are examples of two nominal paths
which were generated by two different motion planners.
Should our robot use path P or should it choose path
Q ? In principal, both paths are good and should be
suitable for navigation. We might want to consider the
shorter path between the two. However, other factors
also come into play. The first is uncertainty in positioning. For various reasons (see for example [3]), we cannot
expect the robot to be able to follow accurately a nominal path which was planned by the motion planner. As
the robot attempts to execute a path, uncertainty in its
positioii will develop. This uncertainty will result for
example in a certain chance of hitting an obstacle. In
our example, it is likely that for path P this chance is
lower than for path Q . Thus, in addition to path length,
other spatial characteristics such as distance from ob-

cause the environment and robot are usually given and
fixed, we will sometimes tliink of the navigation package
as consisting of a motion planniiig algorithm producing
nominal paths, and a sensor, which is represented abmap.
stractly by its ~~erformance

st,acles, number of turns, where in the environment the
path actually traverses (e.g in the bottom region, in t,he
center ...) etc. m a y also affect our choice of iiominal
pa.th.
In order to reduce the uncertainty in position, the
robot invokes from time to time a sensor. Ma.ny types
of sensors are available [3]. Let us assume specifically
that oiir robot is equipped with a camera aiid that it
updates its position by comparing the current image it
obtains from the camera, with a database of images of
the environment that is stored in its memory. Let us
assume that this database of imzges is given. A natural
question that we now ask is the following: along which
path, P or Q, will the robot be better able to compare
the images it will acquire with tlw specific images stored
in its database ? For example, it may be possible that
the images in the da.tabase were all photographed from
points in the bottom half of the environment. In this
case, we expect the vision sensor to be more useful along
path Q rather than along path 1’.
Once we have chosen the nominal path to follow, we
are faced with the question of actually executing this
path. The robot has t o decide for example when it
wants to invoke its sensor. It would not be efficient to
invoke the sensor too often. On the other hand, we cannot let uncertainty in position grow too much (because
of collisions with obstacles for exa,mple). The amount
of uncertainty we are willing to allow may also vary
along each different nominal pat,h (because of variable
distance to obstacles for exa.mplf:). Thus for ea.ch nominal path we expect to find a different sensing strategy
which should be used along the path.
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Rating Navigation Packages

In this work we discuss the problem of rating or comparing different navigation packages. The interaction
between the nominal path, the performance of the sensor across the environment, the spatial features of the
environment, and the uncerta.inty which develops in the
posit,ion of the robot, result in certain measurable consequences. These inay be the cost of sensing, the cha,nces
of bumping into obstacles, the chances of reaching the
goal, the lengths of the pa.ths taken etc. It is therefore
natura.1 to try l o m t e or meusure the quality of dill‘erent
navigation packages for a given environment,.
By being able to compare navigation packages, many
interesting problems may be tackled:
What is the best motion planner to be used with a
given environment and sensing capability ? In our
example, this was the question of choosing between
path P aiid path Q . Note that not only the environment but also the sensing capability are important
in making the decision.
Suppose the sensor can be customized for a given
environment. What is the preferred custoniization
? In our example, “customizing” may memi the
choice of images to be stored in the database. How
should we photograph the enviroiinieiit in order for
the image database to constitute a useful sensor ?
The answer to this question may depend on the
nominal paths we plan t o use.

Navigation Packages

The example above shows us that a number of factors or elements interact with each other in the navigation problem. The factors we have identified are the
environment itself, nominal paths in the environment,
uncertainty in the position of the robot and a sensor
which is used to reduce this uncertainty.
It is coiivenient to represent the sensor abstractly by
a performance map defined on the? environment. For every point p in the eiiviroiiment, t,liis map states the expected performance or accuracy of the sensor if invoked
a t the point p . For example, in our image database
sensor, this accuracy will be related to the ability to
compare the image seen from the point p to one of the
images in the database. By representing the sensor as
a performance map we free ourselves from referring to
the actual implementation of the sensor.
We use the term (‘navigation package” to denote a
combination of all the factors mentioned above. Be-

Given a specific sensing capability in an environment, should we use different motion planners in
different, regions of the environment ? For each region of the environment, the motion planner which
is best combined with that region’s sensing capability and spatial characteristics, should be chosen.
Notice that in each of these examples, the choice we
actually have to make is between different navigation
packages. In the first example the sensor is given and we
cliaiige the nominal paths, thus yielding different navigation packages. In the second example different %ustomizations” yield different seiisor performance maps,
thus defining different navigation packages. Therefore
it is important to be able to compare different navigation packages.
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We iiot,e ljlia,t the problems we have discussed are especially relevant when working with vision sensors. One
reasoil is tIia,t, the perforrriance of vision-based sensors is
highly va.rialile and dependent on location. For exaniple, occlusioiis that interfere rnay degrade the performance in a. very well defined region. The second reason
is thal; the issue of customization is also very relevant.
For example, we may choose what, images to store in
the database, or we may choose where to place visual
land 11.1a.r.1~.

have noted that the performance o f a sensor varies
across the environment. In [12] regions of perfect sensing have been called landmarks or “islands of truth”. A
map describing the sensor performance has been termed
Sensory Uncertainty Field (SUF) in [18]. Quite a few
works have shown the benefits of using such a map. Use
of the m a p in motion planning has been demonstrated
in [18, 7, 101. In [15] a related notion is the information content of the environment at each configura,tion.
Another similar idea motivated by visua.l servoing is described in [16]. In [4,51 sensing management issues are
discussed and the sensor performance map is a factor
taken into account. Finally, in a previous work [2] we
have addressed the issue of computation of such a map
for vision-based sensing.

Difficulty of Rating a Navigation
Package

4

Assunic that we are given a navigation package for
a certain eiivironiiieiit consisting of a motion planner

which plaiis nominal paths, and a sensor which would
be used to update the position of the robot along the
path. The first t,hing we should understand is how to
augment Ihe nominal path with a sensing strategy. This
strategy will be employed upon actual traversal of the
path. A sensing strategy is required since sensing may
be a costly opemtion which we would like to avoid as
much as possible. Some considerations that should be
addressed by this strategy are:

The motion planning approach taken in previous
works (for example [18, 151) is to search for a path in free
space by minimizing a function which takes into account
both the length of the path and the sensory uncertainty
along the pa,th. This approach involves some arbitrary
decision on how to trade off between sensory uncertainty
and path length. These two different factors are usually
combined into one objective function by introducing an
arbitrary scale factor between the two.

The performance of the sensor at the place where
sensing i s invoked - there is no point in invoking
the sensor where it is useless.

Both our problem and our method of solution are
different. As explained above, we would like to find
a method for comparing two different navigation packages. We have chosen the partially-observable Markov
decision process (POMDP) framework in order to address this problem. In our framework, every navigation
package defines a POMDP which expresses the sensing
capability, the underlying nominal path, the developing uncertainty in position and the environment. An
optimal policy under which to act in this POMDP is
searched for. The expected performance under this policy is the rating of the navigation package. We are then
able to compare different navigation packages by comparing the performance in the POMDPs they have defined, under the policies that were found.

e

0

e

T h e reqiiirecl accuracy in position. In some places
an accurate update may be required (for example
near obstacles) while in other places accuracy ma.y
be coiiiproin ked.

The cost of sensing
be invoked.

-

how often should the sensor

Note t1ia.t the robot is uncertain of its position. As
the currenl position is unknown, the robot cannot use
the map which describes sensor performance as function
of position in a slraight forward way.
All of these considerations make it clear that finding
a reasonable sensing strategy is not a. trivial task. However, it would only be fair to rate a navigation package
basecl on its performance under the best sensing strategy available for this package. Therefore, we should first
find thc sl,ral,egy under which the robot should act when
using Ihe imvigation package. The navigation package
will t l i e i i he ra.t,ed ba.sed on the performimce xhieved
by using il, ill coiljunction with the strategy found.

5

As a by-product of the process of rating a navigation
package, our method yields a policy under which the
robot should act while navigating in the environment.
This policy tells the robot how to move and when to
invoke the sensor. The policy takes into account all the
aspects of the problem: the performance of the sensor,
the costs of sensing, probabilities of undesired events like
losing the way or bumping into an obstacle etc. This is
in contrast with previous approaches (for example [18,
151) in which the highest localization accuracy possible
was desired, b u t . eventually compromised in order to
account for the length of the path.

Our F’raiiiework and Related Work

Before we describe our framework, let us first describe related work by other authors. Many authors
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6

The POMDP Framework - A Brief
Review

by ~ ( o l s ’a, ) , the agent maintains a “belief function”
b : S -+ R. The belief function b is the probability
distribution of the current state. The beliefs are propagated according to the dynamics and updated after each
observation by using Bayes’ rule.
A policy is a mapping from the belief state to actions:
given the current belief b, what is the best action to
choose ? As in the MDP, the goal is to find a policy
which will maximize the expected total reward.
A more comprehensive introduction t o POMDPs
may be found in [9, 81.
In principle a POMDP is a particular case of MDP
where the state space is the belief space. However the
belief space is much too large (in fact infinite) for standard techniques for solving MDPs to be used. Therefore
special algorithms have been proposed for POMDPs.
Examples of such algorithms may be found in [9] and
the references therein. However, even for problems with
tens of states, finding the optimal policy exactly is computationally prohibitive. Therefore various researchers
have worked on algorithms for finding approximations
of the optimal policy. A review of approximation techniques and some new algorithms may be found in [8].
Other algorithms for finding approximate policies are
presented in [13, 14, 191. In the robotics context, a successful experience in which the search for the optimal
policy was bypassed is reported in [17]. There actions
were chosen according to the most probable action rule:
a t each state the correct action was defined, and the
most probable action according to the current belief was
chosen.

We will now describe the Partially Observable
Markov Decision Process (POMIDP) framework. We begin with the notion of Markov Decision Process (MDP).
Assume that an agent operakes in a certain world.
We assume that time is discrete and at each point in
time the world is in a certain state s belonging to the
set of possible states S.The agent chooses at each step
an action a from the set of actions A. A reward function
R : S x A + R determines the reward R ( s ,U ) the agent
accept,s when performing action a while the state is s.
Apart from affecting the reward, the action a also affects
the next state of the system as follows.
The state.of the world in the next epoch is a random
variable with a distribution which depends on both the
current state s and the chosen ,action a . Let zt denote
the state a t time t , and let at denote the action chosen
a t time t . We let T ( s ,a , s’) denote the state transition
probabilities:

T,etj T t = R ( s t ,a t ) denote t,he :reward collected at, time

t . The performance measure that is to be maximized is
the sum of these rewards. The sum is either over a finite
number of steps (so called finite horizon)
N

R=):rt
t=l

or we may also look a t an infinite horizon. In this case
future rewards are discounted by a discount factor 0 <
A < 1:

7

We now turn to phrase our problem of rating navigation packages in terms of the POMDP framework. Let
us assume that our environment is quantized to a grid.
On the grid initial and goal configurations are marked.
At each point on the grid the robot may choose one of
six actions. It may either move in one of the four directions (up, right, down or left), or it may stop, or it
may invoke its sensor to get an update of its position.
Thus the state space S is the set of possible (discrete)
locations. and the set of actions is

00

R,= ):Atrt
t=l

In the Markov decision process (MDP) the agent always knows the state of the world xt. The goal of the
agent is to choose a policy or rnapping between states
and actions, which will maximize its expected total reward.
The POMDP framework is similar to the MDP
framework except that the current state is unknown.
Instead, a set 0 of possible observations exists, from
which an observation o is given to the agent. The observation which the agent “measurtd’ is a random variable
which is distributed according to
v(oJs’,U )

= Pr

(

Description of the POMDP

A = { up, right, down, left, update, stop

1

After either a movement command or a “stop” command, no observation is given. We mark this as being
given the “nil” observation. If the action taken was
the “update” action, then the observation returned is a
state s^, which is a random variable describing the result
of invoking the sensor. The distribution of this observation varies with the true position the robot is in. This

after executing a and reaching state
s’ the observation will be o

Based on the dynamics of the system which are governed by T ( s ,a , s’), and on the measurements governed
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way we model the variation in the performance of the
sensor across the environment. Thus the set of observations is
0 = { nil } U S

formed while in an obstacle state:

The uncertainty which develops in the position of the
robot is governed by the dynamics of its movements.
Let, T ( s ,CI, s’) denote the probability that performing
the action a while being in s will lead the robot to s’.
For a E { update, stop } we have

Choice of parameters: The different parameters
above reflect the preferences one might have. For instance, if it is critical not to bump into obstacles then
one has to lower the parameter ob. As another example, the cost of sensing is another parameter that is
clearly dependent on the specific scenario one encounters. Although having a large number of parameters is
undesirable, t,he POMDP has to express a large number
of such different aspects of the problem. The POMDP
framework is general enough t o allow expression of these
different factors, and this is done by choosing different
rewards.

R ( s ,a) =

while for movement actions, T ( s ,a , s’) should model factors such as control inaccuracies.
We allow some states to be defined as occupied by
obstacles. Bumping into an obstacle is modeled by allowing T ( s ,a , s’) to be possibly non-zero for an obstacle
state s’. After hitting an obstacle s’, the robot bounces
back to free space.
We must now specify how different actions in different states are rewarded. The first step is to use the
motion planner to generate the nominal paths from every (free) state to the goal state. This defines a preferred
action at every free state - namely the first movement
command according to the motion planner. We reward
movement according to the motion plan with (say) 1
unit. Movement which is not according to the nominal motion plan is rewarded with a smaller w < 1 reward. Thus, the motion planner is incorporated into
the POMDP by encouraging movements according t o
the motion plan. We will later see another way in which
the motion planner affects the POMDP.
All other factors that are part of the navigation process should also affect the rewards in the POMDP. We
will now consider them.
The cost of sensing is brought into account by the
reward U given for the sensing action. This U may in
general dcpeiid on the state s in which the sensing action
is performed.
If the robot chooses to stop while it is in the goal
position, a large reward g is collected. Stopping in nongoal positions results in a lower reward d.
To summarize, for a non-obstacle state s we have:

Rl(S,U)

=

1

8

1 a is movement according to motion plan
U)

a is another movement

U

a = update
a = stop and s is the goal
a = stop and s is not the goal

g

d

In order to discourage bumping into obstacles, we
give a (possibly negative) reward ob for any action per-
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{ Rlk

a)

s is not an obstacle state
s

is an obstacle state

Discussion

In this part of the paper we have introduced navigation packages and have demonstrated that many interesting problems may be phrased as problems of rating
navigation packages one with respect to the other. We
have described a framework under which this problem
may by treated. We conclude this part of the work with
some additional remarks.
Introducing the Motion Planner As discussed
earlier, many other researchers have worked on integrating the sensor performance map into the motion
planning stage. The approach in most of these works
was to strive for the highest possible sensing capability along the path, but compromise on this requirement
in favor of path length. An underlying motion planner
was not part of the approach. Instead, a motion planning algorithm was devised to find paths that optimize
a criterion which includes both the path length and the
sensing accuracy along the path.
We argue that a broader viewpoint must be used.
Why should we strive for the highest possible sensing
accuracy ? Instead, we strive for a suficient sensing accuracy required for completing the nominal path. As a
basis for the path we take a nominal path generated by
a motion planner. This path is augmented with sensing
operations. Unnecessary sensing will yield sub-optimal
rewards in the POMDP and therefore will be discouraged.
We remark that Erdmann has addressed the issue of
minimal sensing capability required by a motion plan
in [6]. In that work, the robot does not need to know
exactly a t what state it is in, but only which action
will advance it towards its goal. The distance from the
goal is measured in terms of a nominal motion plan. It is
argued that the sensor should be designed to answer this

question (“What action will now move me towards the
goal ?”) and in some sense this is the minimal sensing
needed.
The Roles of the Motion Planner The nominal
motion planner wliich is part of the navigation package
serves as a “guiding force” in the POMDP. This i s due to
the preferred rewards being given to movement actions
that are in accordance with the motion planner.
In addition, as is shown in the companion paper [l],
the nominal motlion planner has an important role in
the search for an optimal policy. It gives rise to the
initial value function from which we try to search for
the optimal value function.
As is shown in the companion paper, the nominal
motion planners may greatly aflkct the policy which is
found for the POMDP. Thus, although the nominal motion p1a.n is not used “as is”, it still has an important
role and it is certainly possible that one nominal motion
plan would be much better to use than another.
In the next part of the paper [l] we present a n algorithm which searches for the optiinal policy in the
POMDPs and some example applications.
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